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The outer shells of solid planetary bodies have been all subject to deformation

during their history. The nature and style of deformation strictly depends on the

evolution of each planetary body. Earth’s lithospheric style of deformation is

related to plate tectonics, but it turns out to be a unique case in our Solar

System. How can we study the tectonics of other planetary bodies? How and

why do planetary lithospheres deform, and what are the implications of these

processes? These are the driving questions for investigations of modern

planetary structural geology. The improvement in technology, machine

learning analyses, and quality and quantity of planetary space mission data

give us the chance to deepen our grasp in planetary surface deformation. The

lack of micro-to-local scale information that is so crucial in Earth structural

geology studies has driven planetary structural geology to advance pioneering

methods to study crustal deformation. Conversely, the study of old deformed

surfaces such as those of Mercury, the Moon and Mars will deepen our grasp on

the early evolution of Earth tectonics.
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What is ‘planetary tectonics’?

Deformation can be recorded on any solid body, rock or ice, where stresses exceed the

strength of the lithosphere or cryosphere, respectively. The study of deformation and

resultant landforms on other planets (and technically Earth) is termed ‘planetary

tectonics’. Although we tend to use Earth’s structures as a framework for

understanding how these landforms develop, this does not imply other planets

deform due to the translation of multiple tectonic plates across their surfaces.

However, it does mean that geologic processes on some scale must be or have been

active and translating stresses to the outer shells (Stern et al., 2018) of those planets at

some point present or past. Our goal is largely to reconstruct the timing, extent, and

magnitudes of those geologic processes.

Many tectonic landforms that would be useful are destroyed or heavily modified

by asteroid impacts; however, preserved features are subjected to minimal erosion
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(Figure 1). Practicing planetary structural geology is

challenging because so much of its focus is on

understanding deformation that occurred when planets

were more geologically active, in some cases, billions of

years ago with data at lower resolutions than Earth and no

ability to access one’s field area. Still, data resolutions are

improving, and toolsets developed for Earth are being

adapted for planetary use. Thus, our field has exciting

opportunities for future research.

Central questions of planetary
tectonics

Planetary structural geology has been constantly evolving as a

field since the 1960s and 1970s when orbiters of the Mariner

program returned the first images from the terrestrial planets.

Initial observations aimed to explore tectonics for tectonics’ sake.

Basic characterization like styles and amounts of deformation

(Golombek and McGill, 1983; Banerdt et al., 1992; Watters,

2004), orientations of landforms (Cordell and Strom, 1977;

Melosh, 1980; Watters and Robinson, 1999), and geological

connection between tectonism and other processes were

investigated (Strom et al., 1975; Dzurisin, 1978; Solomon,

1978; Wise et al., 1979; Melosh and McKinnon, 1988). These

observational studies encouraged detailed descriptions of

tectonism-especially as data resolution and diversity increased

with new missions. Today, planetary structural geologists

consider three central questions: 1) How do lids deform? 2)

Why do lids deform? and 3) What are the implications of

deformation? While the first question dominated previous

studies and is still necessary today, the latter questions

motivate new work.

How do lids deform? Insights into fault
geometry, surface mechanical properties,
and fault system mechanics

Studies of fault geometry are prerequisite for understanding

magnitudes of lid deformation.While normal faults largely reveal

their planar geometries at the surface, thrust fault breaks are not

always clear, with blind thrusts remaining hidden. Positive, linear

relief associated with thrust fault-related landforms (Figure 1B)

has been used to constrain modeling investigations that compare

fault geometries and slip magnitudes. Stresses and strains

associated with planetary structures have been estimated using

Coulomb Matlab software (Schultz and Watters, 2001; Watters,

2004; Toda et al., 2011), but a push toward 3D structural

modeling can improve our ability to visualize the subsurface.

The open-source tools GemPy, Loop, and Visual Karsys may

allow for improved structural analysis. Some recent work has

used Move Structural Geology Modeling Software, a package

aimed at industry, to investigate landform geometries and in

ways that explicitly consider deformational style and folding (e.g.,

fault bend folding, trishear, fault propagation folding Klimczak

et al., 2018a; Herrero-Gil et al., 2020; Crane, 2020).

Move software dramatically enhances our ability to

investigate deformation (Figure 2). Landforms can be

undeformed or unfolded to track strain accumulation. Stresses

can be tracked at the surface and at depth. Many Move modules

have yet to be applied to planetary landforms. The Fault Analysis

FIGURE 1
Imagery and simple maps of normal (A), reverse (B), and strike slip (C) planetary structures. The Rima Hyginus lunar graben system in
(A) demonstrates the connection between pit volcanism and extension, with pit and fault traces in pink and black linework (Lunar Orbiter Laser
Altimeter topography atop Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera Basemap near 5.8° E, 8.4° N). (B) Carnegie Rupes, a large thrust on Mercury,
exemplifies how faults and craters can interact (USGS topography atop global monochromemosaic near 68.9°W, 58.2° N). (C) Strike slip faulting
on Europa illustrates the tectonics of icey bodies (Galileo Orbiter imagery in the Northern Hemisphere).
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and 3D Kinematic Modeling tools could be used to study normal

and strike-slip faults (Figure 1A and Figure 1C) while the

Fracture Modeling tool could analyze fracture networks that

produce polygonal impact craters (crater cut in Figure 1B).

Kinematic Modeling tools have already been used to

reconstruct subsurface thrust faults such as the example

shown in Figure 2, helping planetary geologists address the

longstanding question of the relative importance of thick- and

thin-skinned deformation (Anguita et al., 2001; Bethell et al.,

2022). As with any package developed for Earth, rock properties

and projections should be altered to reflect the surface properties

of the body of interest and software documentation explored to

understand the underlying assumptions of model computations.

We infer mechanical properties from fault geometries. For

example, thrust faults inferred to shallow into decollements

(Crane and Klimczak, 2019a) and normal faults that imply

listric geometries (Balbi et al., 2022) both represent fault

geometries that suggest strength contrasts in layered materials

at depth. Rheological layering may also be implied when an entire

fault population shares topographic characteristics (Golombek,

1985) or when fault planes are assumed to root into the Brittle

Ductile Transition (Schultz and Watters, 2001; Egea-Gonzalez

et al., 2012; Watters et al., 2015). For example, trough systems on

Asteroid 4 Vesta, interpreted as opening mode fractures, reveal

that Vesta’s upper ~55 km of lithosphere does not favor faulting

(Cheng and Klimczak, 2022). Finite element models are often

used to derive these depths, but displacement-length (D-L)

scaling has also been a popular tool.

Fault planes grow elliptically, so as faults lengthen, they

accumulate displacement from their centers (maximum) to

their tips (minimum). Displacement results in topographic

relief as faults propagate toward the surface, and since relief

can be measured in planetary topographic datasets,

displacement studies have been carried out on Mars, the

Moon, Mercury, and Earth. The shape of D-L profiles

(plotting displacement over the length of the fault) can be

diagnostic of barriers to fault propagation at depth and linkage

(Schultz et al., 2006; Polit et al., 2009). Faults rarely occur in

isolation. Recognizing their arrangements as systems permits

interpretations of how they grow (Massironi et al., 2015).

Often, D-L profiles are used to infer growth mechanisms and

interaction between multiple faults. Earth analogue field

studies have also been important for understanding

linkage-particularly because the order and spatial extent of

linkage can point to reasons for deformation (Klimczak et al.,

2018a; Martin and Watters, 2022). Rheological changes can

also occur laterally across a planet’s surface. Patterns in fault

vergence (Roggon et al., 2017; Galluzzi et al., 2019) and

geometry (Byrne et al., 2014) highlight those differences.

We may be interested in how lids deform, but with high

resolution imagery and topography and geodatabases capable of

holding and processing large amounts of data, many planetary

structural geologists have turned our attention towards why lids

deform.

Why do lids deform? Parsing geological
processes of the past and present

Geologic histories of planets are not simple series of isolated

events. Systematic approaches to understanding timing and

extent of events are challenging. Volcanism, mantle upwelling

and downwelling, initiating (and failing) plate tectonics, ice and

water modifications, impacts, basin loading, orbital parameter

changes, and polar wander are just a few of the processes which

may affect the distribution of faults. Personally, both authors

have found trying to parse specific geologic events to be relatively

infuriating, but eachmay have some kind of fingerprint-a distinct

way that faults may be affected-that would allow processes to be

identified.

FIGURE 2
Thrust fault-related landform on Mars displayed in Move
software. Context camera imagery was draped over Mars Orbiter
Laser Altimeter topography and fault surface breaks were mapped
and fault planes generated. The transition from simple, single
planar fault in the north (upper right) to complex, shallow multi-
fault system in the south (lower left) demonstrates how
morphological variability can be interpreted through subsurface
modeling.
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Locations of faults can be analyzed to differentiate whole

body processes from local or regional processes, and fault trace

orientation has been used in conjunction with fault location to

provide additional constraints to formational mechanism

hypotheses (Dombard and Hauck, 2008; King, 2008). For

example, early imagery of Mercury showed a global

population of thrust fault-related landforms (Cordell, 1977;

Strom, 1979). This observation supported the hypothesis that

global contraction was the primary culprit for global tectonics.

More recent imagery mapped using Geographical Information

Systems (GIS) has been used to construct rose diagrams showing

regional trends—proof that other processes also affected the

tectonic landscape of Mercury (Matsuyama and Nimmo, 2009;

Watters et al., 2015; Crane and Klimczak, 2019b; Galluzzi et al.,

2019). Rose diagrams also highlight patterns in landform

orientation on the Moon and Mars.

Impacts often cut faults, so by isolating and analyzing only

faults crosscut by impact craters from certain time periods,

one might be able to observe trends in their locations,

orientations, and magnitudes. This type of study would

struggle with two limitations-chance and preservation. An

old fault should be heavily crosscut, but it could have avoided

the fate of being struck, appearing young. Alternatively, an old

fault could be completely obliterated by impact cratering-not

preserved at all. Either way, a study of ancient faulting would

miss information conveyed through that fault. This is why it is

critical that any faulting study looking to identify specific

processes over any specific period of time conduct global

investigations to construct a robust dataset. For example, it

is crucial to regionally identify systems of faults rather than

studying isolated fault segments in order to get reliable

statistics on the relative age of deformation (e.g., Galluzzi

et al., 2019; Giacomini et al., 2020).

On the other way round, faults can also crosscut older

impacts (Figure 1B) providing hints on fault geometry,

kinematics, and timing for both rocky (e.g., Galluzzi et al.,

2015; Crane and Klimczak, 2017) and icy bodies (Pappalardo

and Collins, 2005). Although planetary surfaces often lack this

kind of kinematic indicator, when present, they can help with the

assessment of regional stress fields to be compared to the global

tectonic models (Galluzzi et al., 2019).

Machine learning may provide future avenues for identifying

unique populations of tectonic landforms, including those that

the human eye may have missed or mis-mapped during mapping

(e.g. Schaaf and Bond, 2019; Donn et al., 2020). Studies might

include identifying faults that are active via observed recent

landslides (e.g., Katta et al., 2021), recognition of polygonal

craters with rims reflecting underlying tectonic fabrics

(Beddingfield and Cartwright, 2020), and quantification of

populations based on morphological differences. As groups

are differentiated, it may become possible to parse the

underlying causes for regional and global tectonism. One such

mechanism may be plate tectonics.

On Earth, plate collision results in thrusts linked by transforms.

Plate collision boundaries are often reused as spreading centers when

plates diverge due to strength contrasts between the thickened zone of

collision juxtaposed against thin, undeformed lithosphere (Thomas,

2006; Blakey and Ranney, 2017; Clark et al., 2017; Copeland et al.,

2017). Thus, elongated, long-lived fault zones separating terrains of

different strength may indicate places where mantle convection

maintained one principal direction of flow and where convecting

mantle was rheologically tied to the upper lithosphere. We may be

able to visually identify such zones (e.g., the Thaumasia region of

Mars, the high-magnesium region’s north-eastern boundary on

Mercury) but the more dispersed the process, the less likely visual

assessment is to identify such fingerprints.

Tectonic patterns arising from the initiation and cessation of

plate tectonics may be hidden within tectonic fabrics associated

with later processes-especially if plate tectonics was confined to

the early periods of planetary history. Crustal strength or density

differences above underlying mantle are the only real prerequisite

for subduction. Thus, one could imagine scenarios where Mars, a

planet with a crustal dichotomy, developed a shell broken into

two or more plates. Plate arrangements could explain topography

and shape the Thaumasia Highlands or the magnetic patterns

indicative of seafloor spreading discovered by Mars Global

Surveyor in the 1990s.

Like intercontinental mountain ranges on Earth, any other

planetary subduction zones (if they ever existed) are likely

overprinted by later deformation, but to date, it remains

unknown what that overprinting would look like and if the

remnant signature of plate collision would be recognizable.

New studies using ASPECT mantle convection modeling and

supercomputing (Van Der Bogert et al., 2018) could pave the way

for recognizing Martian mantle scars. While written for Earth

applications, this code has many cookbooks (prepared base

codes) that can be adapted for other planetary bodies and

may allow us to investigate mountain building, subduction,

and rifting on other worlds.

Models in ASPECT can quantify stresses and strains associated

with processes, but we can also use the landforms themselves to

estimate total strains. If each landform represents a certain amount of

strain, then accounting for each landform can result in whole body

estimates. One of the best ways to understand the true shortening,

extension, or shearing associated with landforms is to measure such

properties at Earth analogue sites.

Earth analogues are also useful when testing formation

hypotheses for planetary structures. By locating features on Earth

that look and share lithological characteristics with those features on

other planets, the processes behind the formation of the landforms

can be inferred. For example, Medicine Lake, California silicate

domes may inform the mechanism behind the formation of

silicate domes on the Moon (Fink and Anderson, 2017). In Steens

Mountain, Oregon, table mountains appear similar in arrangement

and morphology to mesas in the chaos regions of Mars (Bohanon

and Crane, 2022). In Oregon, these features root within a weak layer,
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structurally connected to the presence of a quiet caldera, with active

faulting and hot springs close by. Could these same processes have

operated in the chaos terrains?

Because of our long history of plate tectonics, Earth’s crust is

critically fractured (Zoback, 2010). These fractures provide

conduits for volcanic material to migrate and critically link

the processes volcanism and tectonism. Even introductory

geology courses often ask students to notice that the majority

of volcanoes are located at plate boundaries, which are simply

glorified large, connected fault systems. On planets without

functioning plate tectonics, can we make similar connections?

Mercury, the Moon, and Mars all have evidence of large effusive

deposits likely emplaced by dikes, maybe multiple generations of

dikes which can be thought of as filled, reactivated, vertical fractures.

Dikes on Earth are sometimes observed to be sill-fed (e.g., Ferrar

Large Igneous Province of Antartctica and the Chief Joseph Dike

Swarm of the Columbia River Basalts (Muirhead et al., 2014; Morriss

et al., 2020)). Thus, dikes and their propagation can help us explore

regional stresses, rheological layering, and thermal history, evenwhen

a lithosphere is in a relative state of horizontal compression (Crane

and Bohanon, 2021). Orientations and density of fracture networks

can be explored through volcanic observations such vent size,

location, and alignment (Klimczak et al., 2018b), lava tube

injection direction (Torrese et al., 2021), and pit chain orientation

and size (Figure 1A). However, more work should be done to

understand intraplate volcanism as processes like thermal erosion,

delamination, and underplating could all be important processes for

Mars (Li et al., 2021) and other bodies. A casual observation at the

brown cryovolcanoes in Figure 1C curiously shows that these features

on the icy body of Europa are located atop tiny plates between (and

not on) strike slip boundaries. Earth analogues are likely an

important source for furthering our understanding of volcano-

tectonic interplay (Sauro et al., 2019).

What are the implications of deformation?

On Earth, many have hypothesized that the evolution of life is

tied to the initiation and continuation of plate tectonics (Stern, 2016;

Johnson and Van Kranendonk, 2019). Without these processes, life

may exist in simpler forms in the subsurface of other bodies.

Organisms may take hold in fractures and faults at depth, so

understanding how these organisms thrive and how to identify

their presence is an exciting new pathway for planetary structural

research. These endoliths or chasmoendoliths, organisms that occupy

rocks and rock fractures, respectively, when living or fossilized will

only be observable at scales visible to rovers, landers, UAS, and future

submersibles and human explorers. Current rovers are equippedwith

UV and infrared spectrometers which could detect organic

signatures, but planetary structural geologists should work with

biogeochemists and astrobiologists to take analogue tools in the

field to characterize relationships between chemical signatures,

appearance, and abundance of endoliths.

Humans will almost certainly use such toolsets to study sites for

natural hazards potential, astrobiological implications, and to

quantify the potential for habitability. Afterall, the aquifers of

Mars will almost certainly be fracture-connected, not sedimentary

aquifers and fracture connectivity quantification will be critical for

describing the potential for gaining access to a usable water supply.

The future of our field

Observations of morphologically crisp tectonic landforms show

that all terrestrial planets in our Solar System have been tectonically

active in the geologically recent past (Watters et al., 2015; Stern et al.,

2018), but decoding that tectonic activity requires deep

understanding of what deformation the landforms represent.

Planetary structural geologists aim to understand when, where,

and why these planets are tectonically active and if their lids ever

participated in more Earth-like tectonics. Fracture systems may also

be our path to investigating life on other bodies as chasmoendoliths

on Earth have been observed in extreme environmental settings.

Nonetheless, Earth’s plate tectonics triggering mechanisms are still

under investigation and understanding our planet’s early evolution is

challenging because of the lack of information (especially from

ancient uncontaminated outcrops). Thus, studying the tectonics of

other planetary bodies (that often preserve their ancient surface) and

investigating their structural frameworks is also crucial to reconstruct

putative scenarios of Earth’s early evolution.

While this work excites the authors, we recognize how important

it is to diversify our field with unique perspectives. We reject the idea

of creative scarcity and welcome these underheard voices to our field.

Our hope is that through developing more inclusive, collaborative

research teams, planetary structural geology will advance in ways we

cannot yet predict.
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